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Abstract—Technologies to enable automated placement of a
rover arm mounted instrument with the rover starting about
three meters from the specified instrument target on a terrain
feature have been developed and demonstrated on a prototype
mars rover. The technologies are automated rover base place-
ment, collision-free arm path planning, and vision guided ma-
nipulation. These technologies were integrated with rover vi-
sual tracking to provide a complete capability for automated
rover approach and instrument placement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NASA research agenda calls for studies of robots that can
substantially increase science return compared to the baseline
mission approach. Furthermore, future rover designs are ex-
pected to have one or more rover-mounted manipulator arms
that place instruments on surface targets. The instruments
will be mounted at the end of a manipulator and may in-
clude imagers, contact science instruments, surface prepara-
tion tools, and sampling tools. Examples of sampling tools
are a scoop and corer which will be used to acquire surface
samples and deposit them in a sample processing and anal-
ysis system located on the rover body. One command cycle
(a command sequence uplinked to the rover) is expected to
be completed each day. By moving perception and decision
functions from human operators on earth to rover on-board
functions, the number of required command cycles can be re-
duced. This has been previously attempted by other authors
[1], [2]. In these studies the authors report on systems that
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achieved one command cycle to a science target from a dis-
tance from 1 to 6m from the target. In [1] the authors present
a target grasping and instrument placement system for the
Rocky 7 Mars Rover prototype [3]. In this work, the authors
demonstrated the autonomous acquisition of small rocks (3-
5 cm) located over 1 meter in front of the rover. In [2] the
authors demonstrated an algorithm for a single command se-
quence in which feature points are derived on board the rover
using the image of the target taken from up to 6 meters away.
These features were tracked for docking and instrument arm
deployment.

Leveraging from these ideas we have developed algorithms
that accurately place an instrument on a target designated
from ten meters away. Furthermore, these algorithms take
into account the geometry of the environment in which the
rover is operating and integrate new technologies such as
vision-guided manipulation. Such a system is expected to
dramatically improve science return by reducing the number
of sols (Martian days) required to approach a science target.
For future missions where minimizing the time on the surface
of the planet becomes a priority (e.g., the 2013 Mars Sample
Return mission), single cycle instrument placement will be a
significant mission component.

Currently, three sols are required to drive to a science target
and place instruments on the target due to required human
operator inputs, which follows the practice of the Mars Ex-
ploration Rover (MER) mission. The objective of the work
reported in this paper is to achieve autonomous instrument
placement to reduce the current baseline to one sol.

Achieving this objective involves the development of the fol-
lowing new technologies: 1) automated rover base place-
ment, 2) arm collision prediction, 3) collision-free arm path
planning, 4) vision-guided manipulation, and 5) navigation
and tracking. Automated rover base placement computes the
rover position to make a target reachable by instruments on
a rover-mounted arm. Different poses optimize different in-
strument task criteria such as positioning accuracy, maximum
force application, and magnitude of twist along the approach
vector. Arm collision prediction checks whether a given arm
configuration will cause collisions between the arm and the
rover or terrain. Collision-free arm path planning generates
end effector trajectories guaranteed to have no collisions with
the rover or the environment. Vision-guided manipulation
utilizes camera image feedback to improve manipulator po-
sitioning accuracy. The Navigation framework provides a
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generic “sense-think-act” architecture, which navigation al-
gorithms implement. This framework provides an implemen-
tation of the Morphin Navigation algorithm [9]. The Morphin
navigator’s navigation cycle consists of using both front and
rear stereo pair cameras of the rover to generate a traversabil-
ity map, then using both a local cost function and global cost
function to determine what action to take, and then execut-
ing this action. The tracking algorithm [22] enables the rover
to autonomously approach a user designated target, approxi-
mately 10m away, to within 1m away, while maintaining vi-
sual correspondence of the target to within several pixels ac-
curacy. This algorithm attempts to achieve the maintenance
of visual correspondence of a target to within several pixels
for motions that the rover may undergo during its approach.

The technologies described in this paper will enable future
NASA missions (e.g., Mars Science Laboratory and Mars
Sample Return) to require only one uplink command se-
quence to place an instrument on a target with the rover start-
ing many meters from the target.

The contribution of the technologies to single cycle instru-
ment placement is shown by how they would be used in
the following example single cycle instrument placement se-
quence:

1. Specify target from many, e.g., 10, meters away.
2. Drive rover to within 3 meters of target while tracking it.
3. Do camera handoff from navigation cameras to hazard
cameras.
4. Base placement to generate rover position to put target
within arm workspace.
5. Drive rover to specified rover position.
6. Track target in hazard cameras and generate target infor-
mation.
7. Plan collision-free arm path to target.
8. Control arm along specified path.
9. Do vision-guided manipulation to accurately place instru-
ment on target.
10. Acquire instrument data.
11. Retract arm.

The work presented in this paper covers steps 4, 7, 8, and 9.
Tracking and camera handoff (steps 2, 3, and 6) are described
in a companion paper [22].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2
describes the automated rover base placement technology,
Section 3 describes arm collision prediction technology, Sec-
tion 4 describes collision-free arm path planning, Section 5
describes vision-guided manipulation, Section 6 describes the
approach followed to implement and integrate single cycle
instrument placement, Section 7 presents an execution of the
integrated system demonstrating steps 4 through 9.

2. AUTOMATED ROVER BASE PLACEMENT

The purpose of automated rover base placement is to au-
tonomously position a rover so that an instrument on a rover-
mounted manipulator can be placed on a specified science
target.

For the MER mission, manual approaches are used to spec-
ify the rover position and orientation (pose) so that an arm-
mounted manipulator can reach a science target. A communi-
cation cycle with earth is therefore required before each rover
motion. This results in extra sols being used for the com-
munication with earth operators and the final rover pose is
acceptable rather than optimal. The reason is that there is al-
ways some uncertainty in where the rover will actually end
up after a move and earth-based operators stop adjusting the
rover pose when the rover pose is good enough to perform
the task. If automated rover base placement is used, the rover
can move multiple times to get to a better pose than would be
achieved via reliance on earth-based operators.

Several researchers have studied the kinematic and dynamic
interactions between the mobile platform and the manipula-
tor arm, and have proposed methods for coordinating the base
mobility with the arm manipulation [11]–[18]. In particular,
Carriker, Khosla, and Krogh [11], [12] formulate the coor-
dination of mobility and manipulation as a nonlinear opti-
mization problem. A general cost function for point-to-point
motion in Cartesian space is defined and is minimized us-
ing a simulated annealing method. Pin and Culioli [13] [14]
define a weighted multi-criteria cost function, which is then
optimized using Newton’s algorithm. Liu and Lewis [15] de-
scribe a decentralized robust controller for a mobile robot by
considering the base and the robot as two separate subsys-
tems. Seraji develops a simple on-line approach for coordi-
nated motion control of the manipulator arm and the mobile
base [18].

Most of the methods address coordination of mobility and
manipulation in which the base and the arm move simulta-
neously to accomplish user-defined tasks. For rover-based
manipulation, we choose to not allow simultaneous motion
of the rover and arm. The rover is therefore only a positioner
for the arm base. This is operationally simpler, more reliable,
and safer.

Based on this we define the general base placement problem
as follows: “find a rover location that provides the arm con-
figuration that maximizes a suitably defined manipulability
metric.” This metric will quantitatively evaluate the ability of
the manipulator to arbitrarily change the position and orien-
tation of the end effector at the tip of the manipulator.

The approach used here first defines the preferred task func-
tion to optimize, e.g., application of forces, minimization of
twist along the approach axis, or positioning accuracy. Us-
ing the manipulability metric defined in this section we can
optimize for task functions that relate to an ability of manip-
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ulation.

Inputs to base placement are the target 3D position, and sur-
face normal. There will be an optimal rover pose to place
the manipulator base for each activity type and target. Con-
straints of actual terrain can be added, e.g., elevation map and
obstacle maps. These contraints can be incorporated in the
algorithm to find the best rover pose for a given activity type.
As a result, the best rover pose that places the rover on the ter-
rain and puts the target within the arm’s reachable workspace
is computed.

Manipulability Metric

Consider a manipulator withn degrees of freedom. The joint
variables are denoted by ann-dimensional vectorq. an m-
dimensional vectorr = [r1r2 · · · rm] describes the position
and orientation of the end effector. The kinematic relation
betweenq and r is assumed to ber = f(q). Considering
the set of all end effector velocitiesv = J(q)q̇ (whereJ(q) is
the Jacobian of the manipulator), which are realizable by joint
velocities such that the Euclidean norm ofq̇ satisfies‖q̇‖ ≤ 1,
we define an ellipsoid in them-dimensional Euclidean space
[20]. The major and minor axes of the ellipsoid represent
the directions in which the end effector can move at different
speeds. For example in the direction of the major axis the end
effector can move at higher speeds than in the direction of
the minor axis. In the particular case when the ellipsoid is a
sphere the end effector can move in all directions uniformly.
Such ellipsoid is called manipulability ellipsoid [20] and it
represents an ability of manipulation.

A number of manipulability metrics based on the manipula-
bility ellipsoid have been proposed, including the volume of
the manipulability ellipsoid,w1 =

√
det(J(q)JT (q)), direc-

tional uniformity, w2 = σm/σ1 (i.e., the ratio of the min-
imum and maximum radii of the ellipsoid), and the upper
bound of the magnitude of velocity at which the end effec-
tor can move in any direction,w3 = σm (minimum radius of
the ellipsoid).

Since we are interested in quantifying the ability of manipu-
lation we opted for the volume of the manipulability ellipsoid
as the metric for manipulability. This metric has been im-
plemented in the base placement algorithm to compute rover
poses that maximize the ability of manipulation at the desired
target.

Finding Rover Pose to Maximize Ability of Manipulation

Rover base placement is executed in two steps. First a target
is acquired from an initial rover pose (Figure 1), which is at
a distance larger than maximum arm reach (typically 10 me-
ters from the target). In this step the algorithm computes an
approach pose (location and heading) relative to the current
rover frame. Typically the approach pose is defined within
3 meters from the target. Second, once the rover is at the
approach pose the algorithm performs a search along the pro-

Figure 1. Base placement. The target is a acquired from a
distance (typically 10 meters) and a candidate rover pose is
computed to initiate target approach.

Figure 2. Base placement–within 3 meters of target. The
algorithm iterates along the approach vector to compute an
updated rover pose. The rover drives to that updated pose
and the process repeats until a convergence criteria has been
achieved.

jection of the roverx axis on thex-yplane that maximizes the
manipulability metric.

With the rover at the approach pose (Figure 2), the high level
control loop of the algorithm proceeds as follows: the target
is re-acquired and a refined target location and desired target
approach vectors are input to the algorithm. A mapping (Al-
gorithm A) from target location to rover pose is computed and
the rover drives to the updated rover pose while tracking the
target in the hazard cameras. This process repeats until the
change of the mapped rover pose is within some predefined
tolerance.

Algorithm A (Mapping of target description to rover pose).
Given a target locationptgt and surface normalntgt) compute
an optimal rover poseP (e.g., location and heading) and cor-
responding joint anglesq that maximize the manipulability
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Figure 3. The JPL Rocky 8 rover.

metricw1.

A1. Compute starting point. Setn⊥ ← ntgt − (ntgt �
n)n, ps ← ptgt + ∆ dn⊥ wheren is the normal vector to
the worldx-y plane.∆ d defines the maximum distance from
the target (typically maximum manipulator reach).

A2. Compute starting rover heading. Seta⊥ ← −n⊥, hs ←
tan

(
a⊥y

a⊥x

)
.

A3. Compute tool approach vector. Setag ← −ntgt.

A4. Iterate ona⊥. Define pointspi, i = 0, . . . , k alonga⊥.
The value ofk is the number of discrete points alonga⊥. Set
p0 ← ps.

A5. Compute rover attitude. If a range map exists, get(x, y,
z) location for each wheel from current rover pose. Com-
pute rover inverse kinematics to get rover attitude relative to
ground. If no range map exists, use the assumed rover posi-
tion with flat and level ground assumption.

A6. Compute arm configuration. Do inverse kinematics of
arm for the current rover pose and goal tool approach vec-
tor. Setqi ← g(i ptgt,O(ag)), wherei ptgt is the location of
the target relative to the current rover pose andO(ag) is the
desired orientation of the tool. Ifqi = ∅ go to step A8.

A7. Compute volume of manipulability ellipsoid. Setwi
1 ←√

det(J(qi)JT (qi)).

A8. Compute next trial point. Setpi+1 ← pi + δ d. If pi+1 ≤
Dmax go to step A5.

A9. Select best rover pose. Ifwi
1 6= ∅, set j ←

ndx(max(wi
1)),P ← [pj , hs]T , q ← qj .

A10. No valid arm positions were found. Ifwi
1 = ∅, then

Figure 4. Oriented bounding box representation of the
Rocky 8 arm.

return that the target is not reachable.�

Rover base placement has been integrated and demonstrated
on Rocky8 (Figure 3) a JPL rover.

3. ARM COLLISION PREDICTION

Allowing an arm motion to follow a rover motion as part of
one uplink command sequence requires that the arm motion
be tested for potential collisions with the rover and terrain
before executing the arm motion. In the current state-of-the-
art represented by the MER mission, on-board arm collision
prediction is only done between the arm and rover but not
between the arm and terrain. For MER, collisions between
the arm and terrain are tested by human operators on earth
thereby imposing the operational constraint in the MER mis-
sion that arm motions cannot follow rover motions as part
of one uplink command sequence. The single cycle instru-
ment placement and single cycle sample acquisition capabil-
ities desired by future NASA missions both require arm mo-
tions to follow rover motions as part of one uplink command
sequence, so both require the automated arm collision predic-
tion with the rover and terrain that is reported in this paper.

The approach being described here is a hybrid model-based
(using a model of the arm and rover to check for collisions)
and sensor-based (using stereo cameras to build an obstacle
model) approach that is being used in the MER mission for
on-board collision prediction between the arm and rover and
by earth operators to predict collisions between the arm and
terrain [19]. In this approach each part of the rover or arm
is modeled using Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) objects
(Figure 4). Cylindrical parts are efficiently modeled using
Oriented Bounding Prisms (OBPs) consisting of a series of
OBBs. The terrain is bounded using a series of OBBs.
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Figure 5. Collision checking with the terrain.

The basic approach of collision prediction is to determine
whether two OBBs overlap. This is done efficiently and accu-
rately by representing the manipulator arm, rover, and terrain
obstacles in a volumetric octree. For example each link of the
manipulator arm is represented by a high level OBB object
that encompasses the entire link geometry. At lower levels
of the octree the link geometry is more tightly bound by a
series of OBBs and OBPs. The software first checks for col-
lisions between the coarse high-level OBB objects. In most
cases this is sufficient since no collision will be detected. If
a collision is found between two high-level OBB objects, the
next lower level of objects that more tightly bound the ge-
ometry is checked. The detected collision may be a result of
the coarseness of the high-level OBB objects versus an actual
collision. Therefore checking the next lower level of objects
may rule out a collision. Each subsequent level of the tree
is checked until either the collision is ruled out or the lowest
level of objects, which most tightly bound the geometry, is
checked and an actual collision is detected. The alternative of
checking collisions between each OBB or OBP object at the
lowest level of the tree is computationally inefficient.

The terrain is represented in a volumetric octree as well. To
do so the raw stereo data is converted into an elevation map.
The height of each grid cell in the elevation map is the max-
imum height of all stereo data points lying in the grid cell.
Initially a single grid cell represents the entire range map. If
a collision is detected between the manipulator arm and the
cell the grid cell is divided into two cells of equal size, which
more tightly bound the local terrain. Each new grid cell is
checked for a collision with the arm. If a collision is detected
with one of the two new cells, that cell is divided into two
cells of equal size. This process continues until either a col-
lision is ruled out or a collision is detected with sufficient
resolution. This process is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Planning a collision-free arm trajectory.

4. COLLISION-FREEARM PATH PLANNING

Collision-free arm path planning algorithm is intended to be
used for single cycle instrument placement on the Rocky8
rover. The algorithm operates on Cartesian paths generated
from the given start and end points and utilizes the collision
prediction algorithm described in this paper to test whether
there is a collision along the path.

When designing this algorithm care was taken to accommo-
date the limited computing resources available on-board the
rover. The goal was to design an algorithm that would uti-
lize minimal set of resources. As a result we have designed
a geometric-based approach that reasons about the geometric
state of the arm and the environment. The paths result in a
Cartesian motion of the end effector that follows the obstacle
profile at a preset distance from the obstacle (Figure 6).

To describe the algorithm consider the example shown in Fig-
ure 6. In this case the end-effector of the arm is at the start-
ing point (W1) and it is commanded to go to pointW7. The
straight line motion fromW1 to W7 passes through the ob-
stacle so that path is not feasible. At this point we proceed as
follows: generate a straight line path (S1) between the start
(W1) and end (W7) Cartesian points. Test for collisions along
the path and if there is a collisionsplit this path into two sub-
paths (S2 andS3) at the collision point (C1). Independently
solve each of the sub-paths (i.e., test for collisions and split
if needed) and then combine the sub-path solutions so as to
yield a solution for the original path (S1) from start to end.

Splitting computes a new waypoint that is guaranteed to be
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Figure 7. Geometry to compute a candidate waypoint along
the arm trajectory.

collision free (e.g.,Wi, i = 2, . . . , 6) in Figure 6). The way-
point is derived from the geometric configuration at which the
collision occurred. This is formally described in the follow-
ing algorithm.

Algorithm B (Split). Given a path segmentS =<℘s, ℘e>,
collision point Ci = (xc, yc, zc) along the line connecting
start℘s and end℘e poses (℘ = [℘p, ℘o]T , ℘p = [x, y, z]T

and℘o = [az, el]T i.e., position and orientation of the end-
effector), and arm mount framep0 all relative to a defined
rover frameFrvr (Figure 6), compute a collision-free way-
point.

B1. Compute the vector that defines the line joining the start-
ing ℘s and ending pose℘e. Set⇀a ← ℘pe−℘ps , â←

⇀
a/‖⇀

a‖.

B2. Compute the vector
⇀

` normal toâ that passes throughp0.

Set
⇀

` ← (℘ps
−p0)−((℘ps

−p0)�â)â, ˆ̀←
⇀

`/‖
⇀

`‖ (Figure 7).

B3. Compute a candidate waypoint. SetWi ← Ci + ∆ d × ˆ̀
(Figure 8). The scalar∆ d is the step size to take (in meters)
so that the waypoint results in a pose with no collisions.

B4. Compute candidate arm pose. Set℘Wi ← [Wi, ℘os ].
Compute inverse kinematics to find arm configurationqWi

at
candidate arm pose℘Wi . SetqWi ← g(℘Wi).

B5. Test for arm collisions at candidate arm configuration,
qWi . If arm configuration is collision free go to step B6. Oth-
erwise setCi ←Wi, go to step B3.

B6. ReturnWi. �

The geometric-based collision-free arm path planning is de-

Figure 8. Computing a candidate waypoint along the arm
trajectory. The algorithm iterates along the line defined byˆ̀
taking small∆ d steps until the waypoint results in no arm
collisions.

scribed in Algorithm C.

Algorithm C (Collision free arm path planning). Given an
initial arm configuration,qs, and a target location,ptgt, and
target normal,n̂tgt (both in rover frameFrvr, compute a
collision-free path from the starting configuration to the tar-
get arm configuration. Assume: 1) arm is assumed to be in
a deployed configuration, 2) the current configuration of the
arm is the starting point of the path, 3) the starting and ending
configurations are the same.

C1. Compute forward kinematics to obtain current arm orien-
tation. Set℘s ← f(qs).

C2. Compute target pose. Set℘tgt ← [ptgt, ℘o(n̂tgt)]T .

C3. Do inverse kinematics to compute target arm configura-
tion. Setqtgt ← g(℘tgt)

C4. Compute approach pose. Set℘a ← [ptgt + ∆ d ×
n̂tgt, ℘so

], ℘e ← ℘a

C5. Do inverse kinematics to compute approach configura-
tion. Setqa ← g(℘a).

C6. Confirm that approach configuration (qa) is the same as
target configurationqtgt. If qa 6= qtgt, go to step C8.

C7. Compute collision-free arm path for<℘s, ℘e>.
C7a. Compute straight line path from start to end pose. Set
S ← path(℘s, ℘e).

C7b. Test for collisions. SetC ← collision check(S) (C is a
list of points along the path that collide with the environment).
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If C 6= ∅ go to step C7c, otherwise go to C7d.

C7c. There is a collision. Split the segment, setWi ←
split(S, C0), ℘Wi ← [Wi, ℘os ], S1 ← <℘s, ℘Wi >,S2 ←
<℘Wi

, ℘e>. Call C7 withS1. Call C7 withS2. Go to C8.

C7d. There are no collisions. Merge the straight line pathS
into the collision-free path. The collision-free path includes
the start and end points and the new waypoints that have been
generated. SetSfree ← merge(S,Sfree). Go to C8.

C8. Return.�

In the example in Figure 6, collision pointC1 spawns sub-
pathsS2 andS3. Solving sub-pathS2 independently results
in a new collision pointC2, which spawns sub-pathsS21 and
S22. Solving sup-pathS21 results inS21 itself since there are
no collisions along this path. Sub-pathS22 is split into sub-
pathS221 andS222. Since there are no collisions along these
paths the solution for sub-pathS2 is complete and it is given
by combining sub-paths<S21, S221, S222>. Sub-pathS3 is
solved in a similar manner and the solution for the starting
pathS1 is complete.

5. VISION-GUIDED MANIPULATION

Vision-guided manipulation utilizes camera image feedback
to improve manipulator positioning accuracy. To this end, we
make use of a new calibration-free approach to robotic manip-
ulation known as Hybrid Image-Plane/Stereo (HIPS) to im-
prove arm-mounted instrument placement accuracy beyond
the limits of typical calibrated stereo methods [4]. The HIPS
technique can be separated into two approaches: the off-line
model approach and the real-time approach.

In the off-line approach a single camera model is generated
for the entire workspace. This is done by acquiring samples
of both the image-plane location of a fiducial marker on the
end-effector and the 3D location of the marker (as given by
the joint angles and the manipulator kinematic model) at a se-
ries of pre-defined poses throughout the workspace, as shown
in Figure 9. Upon generating the model the 3D location of
the target with respect to the manipulator coordinate frame is
determined. The joint angles that achieve this goal then are
computed with the same manipulator kinematic model used
to generate the camera model.

The off-line model approach accounts for kinematic uncer-
tainties such as link lengths and separate camera and manip-
ulator frames. However, stochastic uncertainties such as fidu-
cial marker detection resolution, joint angle knowledge, etc.,
remain unaccounted for. Therefore, in the real-time approach
the camera model is updated with additional joint and im-
age samples during the approach to the target to locally refine
the model. Thus, the camera model is made locally accurate
leading to an improvement in positioning accuracy.

Figure 9. Sample Return Rover (SRR) with fiducial marker
on manipulator and target board for validation testing.

Figure 10. Results of simulated positioning tests using the
standard flight approach (calibrated stereo), using the HIPS
off-line model approach, and using the real-time HIPS ap-
proach.

Benefits of HIPS

The benefits in using the HIPS approach are apparent in the
results of a simulation study shown in Figure 10. The simula-
tion study involved a series of positioning exercises of a four
degree-of-freedom manipulator relative to a target. For these
positioning simulations a significant error was introduced into
the arm kinematics (a combined total of over 2.0 cm change in
the link lengths) without providing knowledge or modifying
the nominal kinematic model of the manipulator. In addition
a “truth” camera model was introduced to map target loca-
tions from three-dimensional space into each image plane of
a simulated stereo camera pair.

For the study three sets of fifty positioning exercises were
performed. In the first set of tests, depicted with a *, the stan-
dard flight approach (i.e., MER mission) was used to position
the manipulator. The mean terminal error using the standard
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approach was 16.5 mm. In the final two series of simulated
tests HIPS was used to control the manipulator to the target.
The off-line HIPS approach, depicted by a3, achieved an
average terminal error of 6.4 mm, a 60% improvement from
the standard flight approach. Finally, the real-time HIPS ap-
proach achieved an average error of 1.30 mm. This represents
an order of magnitude increase in accuracy from the standard
flight approach.

Comparison to Vision-guided Manipulation State-of-the-Art

Significant effort has been devoted to image-based visual ser-
voing, primarily in the laboratory environment [5], [6], [7].
In image-based visual servoing a feedback control loop com-
prising the difference between the current and goal manipu-
lator states as measured in the camera image-plane is used to
drive the manipulator to a zero image-plane error state.

While visual servoing has achieved some success in unstruc-
tured environments outside the laboratory there are several
major advantages for using HIPS in space applications [8].
By definition image-based visual servoing relies on contin-
uous updates of the manipulator-target image error [5]. In
space-based applications this is impractical due to the lim-
ited processor speed and available camera frame rate. The
resulting long delays could create controller instability and
final positioning error [5]. In addition, the target is often ob-
scured in the image-plane near the manipulator terminus due
to the limited choice of camera and manipulator configura-
tions. Conversely, the HIPS approach is limited by neither
frame rate nor constant access to image-plane error. As new
samples become available the camera models are updated and
the goal position is refined. However, the manipulator can
still be controlled to the target in the absence of new informa-
tion.

Visual servoing utilizes only the most recent image to com-
pute the image error, i.e. the control variable. A fundamental
limit on terminal precision then is the error associated with
target extraction from a single, possibly noisy, image. Al-
ternatively, HIPS yields improved precision by estimation of
the manipulator-generated camera models based on a history
of image-plane appearances and internal joint angles of the
manipulator.

HIPS is most similar to an alternative technique for hand-eye
coordination known as Camera-Space Manipulation (CSM)
[10]. The CSM method has been shown to achieve excellent
terminal precision (less than 1 mm position and 1.0 orien-
tation) when the participating cameras are widely separated
with a vergence of greater than 60. Unfortunately, the place-
ment of widely spaced cameras on a rover platform is diffi-
cult to achieve due to the finite size of a rover and the use of
existing platform cameras configured as stereo pairs for rover
navigation. HIPS is designed to achieve the precision of CSM
using stereo cameras.

6. IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

The automated rover positioning and instrument placement
system was implemented in the Coupled Layer Architecture
for Robotic Autonomy (CLARAty) [21]. CLARAty is a two
layer software architecture that provides robotic functionality
and simplifies the integration of new technologies on robotic
platforms: the Functional and Decision Layer. The Func-
tional Layer provides both low- and mid-level autonomy ca-
pabilities. The Decision Layer integrates AI software. It
globally reasons about the intended goals, system resources,
and state of the system and its environment. The Decision
Layer uses a declarative-based model while the Functional
Layer uses a procedural-based model.

Through abstraction of the hardware layers, CLARAty en-
ables software components available in the architecture to
be transparently used on 4 custom research rovers (Rocky 7,
Rocky 8, K9, and FIDO), one commercial platform (ATRV
Jr.), and benchtop duplicates of these systems’ avionics.
Leveraging from the use of hardware layers the system de-
scribed in this paper ran on the Rocky 8 rover.

The Rocky 8 rover is a six wheel drive/six wheel steer mars
rover research prototype that includes a 5 degree of free-
dom arm (DOF), and a 2 DOF mast (Figure 3). There are
2 stereo camera pairs mounted on the mast head at 1024x768.
One stereo pair includes 6mm lenses at 20cm baseline while
the other stereo pair includes 16mm lenses at 30cm baseline.
There are two more stereo pairs mounted on the body below
the deck at a 45 deg angle with respect to the deck. These
hazard cameras (hazcams) are 640x480 both stereo pairs with
2.3mm lenses at 8.5cm baseline. All cameras are dragonflys
(1394, Sony CCDs).

The 5 DOF arm is mounted on top of the deck as shown in
Figure 11. This arm provides two yaw joints (first and last
joint) and three pitch joints. Hardware level motion control is
implemented via JPL’s distributed widget board architecture.
Software motion control is implemented in the CLARAty ar-
chitecture and includes Cartesian and joint space motion and
collision-free arm path planning (described in Section 4).

The 2 DOF mast is a fixed mast that allows for pan and
tilt of the mast head. It is primarily used for tracking and
panoramas. Tracking, however, uses only the stereo pair
with 6mm lenses [22]. Hazard cameras are used for navi-
gation and tracking during base placement/instrument place-
ment and HIPS. Hazcams are also used for position estima-
tion via visual odometry to improve estimation of the vehicle
position.

7. INTEGRATED SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION

This section presents initial results of an integrated system,
which includes the technologies described in this paper. The
technologies integrated include:

8



Figure 11. Rocky 8 5 DOF arm. Arm is deployed to place an
instrument on a science target. Fiducial markers are mounted
on the turret. These markers are used by HIPS to accu-
rately position the instrument on the target. Front hazcams
are shown mounted below the deck.

• Kinematic and image-based target “handoff” from the
pan/tilt mast navigation cameras to the fixed body mounted
hazard cameras [22].
• Iterative rover base placement to maximize arm manipula-
bility.
• Target tracking in hazard cameras during base placement
approach [22].
• Instrument placement
– Collision-free arm path planning
– Image-based instrument placement using HIPS (Hybrid

Image-Plane Stereo) manipulation.

In the current scenario the rover takes a number of panoramic
images with the cameras mounted on the mast. These images
are sent back to the ground operator to be analyzed to deter-
mine specific targets of interest. These panoramic images are
taken at a distance of 10m from the targets. Once the images
are analyzed the operator selects the target of interest on the
images and sends a command to the rover to place an instru-
ment on the selected target.

Once the rover receives the command, the autonomous (sin-
gle command) instrument placement system initiates execu-
tion.

Approach Rover triangulates target and issues navigation
command to a goal location (computed by base placement)
3m away from target (between starting location and target)
with 0.25m (radius) tolerance. While rover navigates to the
goal location the rover analyzes the terrain using the images
captured through the hazcams and issues arc drive command.
At intervals of 30cm/10 deg visual odometry provides an up-

Figure 12. Target in the mast cameras at a distance of about
3 meters.

Figure 13. Projection of the mast camera image onto the
hazcams.

dated estimate of the current rover location. At the comple-
tion of the arc command tracking re-orients the mast and re-
triangulates the target position. This process is repeated until
the goal is reached.
Handoff At the goal location (e.g., 3m away from target),
handoff takes place by re-projecting tracked target from mast
cams to hazcams (Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14).
Base placementThe last approach to the target is executed
by calling base placement algorithm to compute updates on
the desired rover pose. After computing an updated rover
pose, the rover drives to the computed pose and in do-
ing so it runs visual odometry to update rover position and
tracks/retriangulates the target position. Once an updated tar-
get position is computed, the process starts again until some
number of iterations have been completed or the change on
updated rover poses is negligible (Figure 15).
Instrument placement This is the last step of the execution
of the automated instrument placement command. At this
point the rover is placed at the optimal pose and the arm is
unstowed. The arm executes a collision-free arm motion to
above target and then the control is handed over to HIPS to
execute high accuracy motion to reach the target (Figure 16).

At the end of the command the instrument is deployed on the
target (Figure 17, Figure 18) and science tasks can begin.
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Figure 14. Target matched in the hazcam image.

Figure 15. Target is retriangulated after achieving the loca-
tion that maximizes arm manipulability.

Based on the above scenario, initial experiments of the inte-
grated end-to-end system were executed on the Rocky 8 rover
in the JPL Mars Yard starting from about 10 meters from the
target. A task is currently validating and determining the ac-
curacy and repeatability of the entire system. The potential
sources of error (approach tracking, handoff, base placement
tracking, and instrument placement) have all been identified
but not all rigorously tested. Using the mast cameras, track-
ing between frames is generally accurate to less than a pixel,
and less than several pixels over the entire 10m traverse. The
2D tracking algorithm has gone through a validation process
([23]) and shown to be as accurate as 4cm (3σ), but has been
augmented in as part of the overall system to be more robust
to failure.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented collision-free arm path planning, base
placement, and vision-guided manipulation technologies that
enable automated placement of an instrument mounted on a
rover arm with the rover starting at about ten meters away
from the target. Critical to achieving the goal is the avail-
ability of other supporting technologies, which include track-
ing, camera handoff, navigation and kinematic mast pointing.
Combining all these technologies results in a fully automated
system capable of placing an instrument on a target with a sin-
gle command cycle. This system was demonstrated on Rocky

Figure 16. Final approach to target using image-based in-
strument placement. Tracking of the fiducial markers is done
through the hazcams.

Figure 17. End result of single command instrument place-
ment.

8, a prototype mars rover. It is expected that the technolo-
gies described herein will enable single command instrument
placement that will reduce the current 3 sol MER baseline to
one sol.
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